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COMMENTARY

Shared sociogenetic basis of honey bee behavior
and human risk for autism
Bernard J. Crespia,1

We humans are great apes, but share a surprisingly
extensive suite of traits with social insects as well as
with primates (1). These overlapping human–insectan
phenotypes, which include divisions of labor, allopar-
ental care, extensive food sharing, group–colony
structures, collective decision making, and complex
social cooperation, have indeed been considered re-
sponsible for the spectacular ecological and evolu-
tionary successes of both social insects and humans,
compared with other forms of animal life. Given the
immense phylogenetic distance of humans from social
insects, their common behavioral and life-history traits
have thus far usually been ascribed to convergence,
whereby shared selective pressures drive the evolu-
tion of social similarities despite highly divergent genetic
and morphological substrates. In contrast, Shpigler
et al. (2) demonstrate that a core, shared human–social
insect phenotype, social responsiveness—as indicated
by between-bee interactions and human diagnoses of
autism—actually reflects shared genetic underpinnings.

Shpigler et al.’s discovery provides novel insights into
the genomic bases of both social adaptation and autism
spectrum disorders, and implies a universality to social
life with implications from philosophy to medicine. But
how can taxa so otherwise different as honey bees and
humans be similar with regard to geneticmechanisms of
complex social behavior and its spectrum of expression?

The first comparative, evolutionary-genetic studies
across highly diverse lineages focused on development
and morphology, revealing that animal body plans for
taxa as disparate as fruit flies and vertebrates were
orchestrated by the same suite of “homeobox” genes
(3). These findings were profoundly unexpected, but in
retrospect make sense in terms of genetic “toolkits”:
sets of master genes that build phenotypes, across line-
ages, asmodular variations upon common themes (3, 4).
More recent molecular genomic and bioinformatic
methods, most notably RNA sequencing for quantifica-
tion of gene expression and Gene Ontology analyses
for classification of gene functions, have led to a burst
of studies showing remarkable across-taxon similari-
ties of gene-expression changes in response to the
same environmental stimuli, such as territorial intru-
sion (e.g., ref. 5). These results extended deep homol-
ogy to the brain and behavior, though only for relatively
simple actions, such as aggressive responses to threat.
What about the much more nuanced and complex
social interactions that typify humans and highly
social insects?

At its most basic, social behavior can be quantified
in terms of social responsiveness, the degree to which
an individual reacts to conspecifics. For honey bees,
Shpigler et al. (2) evaluated social responsiveness of
individual bees in two contexts: participation in the
social opportunity of brood care of larvae, and en-
gagement by social challenge of a potentially threat-
ening noncolony mate. The common denominator of
both is a willingness to take part in a socially salient
interaction with conspecific individuals. Some bees
responded consistently only to brood or only to the
threat, but few responded to both, reflecting one facet
of the strong divisions of labor that characterize honey
bee social systems. Most importantly, a substantial

conspecific

Fig. 1. Experimental and bioinformatic testing of the hypothesis that brain genes
expressed in socially unresponsive honey bees overlap nonrandomly with autism
risk genes, and with genes differentially expressed between individuals with
autism and control individuals.
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proportion of bees (almost 15% of those tested), responded con-
sistently to neither brood nor threat, and could be categorized as
“socially unresponsive.”

The adaptive significance, if any, of such social indifference
remains unclear, for honey bees as well as for the other social
insect species with many inactive workers (6), and for humans
(more on this point below). However, sequencing of RNA from
brain tissue of the socially unresponsive bees, and comparison
of their gene-expression profiles with those of the bees that
were consistently socially interactive in brood care or defense
tasks, revealed a set of genes that differed in expression levels:
so-called differentially expressed genes. Gene Ontology anal-
ysis demonstrated that these differentially expressed genes
were not a random subset of the genome, but were concen-
trated in specific gene-function categories including, for exam-
ple, ion channels, chaperone proteins, and hormone signaling.
As such, the gene set provides a functional-genomic “signa-
ture” for honey bee social responsiveness and division of
social labor.

How does one measure social responsiveness among hu-
mans? One simple approach, and the one used here, is by its
apparent extreme: reduced sociality among individuals with
autism. Autism is formally defined in terms of: (i ) deficits in social
reciprocity, nonverbal communication behavior, and developing
social relationships; and (ii ) restricted interests and repetitive
behavior. It exhibits high heritability (a strong genetic basis),
and a genetic architecture involving both large single-gene or
single-locus alterations and small, cumulative polygenic effects
(7, 8). In addition to such germline differences, autism is also
typified by differences in gene-expression profiles within the
brain, such that individuals with autism diverge consistently
from controls. The main upshot of Shpigler et al.’s study (2) is
that they found statistically significantly high levels of overlap
of the genes differentially expressed among honey bees vary-
ing in social responsiveness, with both human autism risk
genes and human brain gene expression in autism versus con-
trols (Fig. 1). These results are remarkable in indicating that a
central aspect of sociality in humans and honey bees is under-
lain by an overlapping set of genes, with a strong implication
of core, universal sociogenetic circuitry orchestrating social
behavior in other animals as well. The gene sets involved, con-
centrating on GABA-ergic transmission and ion channel genes,
also make functional sense in terms of what sorts of gene
should most directly modulate social interaction and autism
(9, 10).

What are the implications of these results, for the study of
social behavior, and for understanding autism? For analyzing
sociality, the hypothesis is raised that social interactions and
systems represent variations on surprisingly simple, shared
genomic themes, that can be analyzed effectively even without
detailed information on neural circuitry and brain structural–
functional systems. Under this paradigm, brain circuits from
bees to birds to humans are functionally, like brands and sizes
of computers, quite similar (e.g., ref. 11). As such, among-taxon
diversity is caused in large part by regulatory variation mediated
by minor diversity in gene participation and functions within
sociogenomic orchestras, subject to constraints on brainpower.
Shorter causative paths from baseline genetic variation to emer-
gent social behavioral variation bode well for the effectiveness
of analyzing sociogenomics across additional diverse taxa,
and finding “genes for altruism” (12), “genes for empathy,”
and “genes for alloparental care,” among many others, playing

the genetic equivalents of first violin or bass. In each case, var-
iation in sequence and expression of the relevant genes can,
moreover, also indicate genetically based trade-offs between,
for example, different social functions, or social versus nonsocial
functional domains.

What, in turn, can honey bee behavior teach us about autism?
Most directly, it points us toward a key, adaptively varying
phenotype at the center of autism-related cognition and behav-
ior: social responsiveness itself. Social responsiveness can be as
simple as replying to one’s name, forming an affective attach-
ment, or engaging in a short conversation, the key point being
that focus on such adaptive behaviors makes clear that to best
study autism, we need to better understand typical social behav-
iors and how they can grade smoothly even into severe autism.
Are there cognitive-genetic “switches”between social and nonsocial,

Shpigler et al.’s discovery provides novel
insights into the genomic bases of both
social adaptation and autism spectrum
disorders, and implies a universality to
social life with implications from philosophy
to medicine.

or internally directed, attention that mediate responsiveness?
If so, what genes control their thresholds and toggling? This
logic of analyzing autism by studying typical sociality may seem
counterintuitive, but it falls squarely into the standard medical
paradigm of understanding disease as maladaptation and
extremes of trade-offs, by determining what specific adap-
tive system or systems has become altered or disrupted, and
how (13).

For honey bees, individually based divisions of labor allow
escape from cognitive and behavioral trade-offs, and increased
efficiencies. In contrast, humans switch more or less flexibly
between different attentional and information processing modes,
including the internally directed “default”mode versus “task-pos-
itive” modes that may be focused either socially empathically on
people or on the worlds of concepts, systems, numbers, and
things. Consider the “unresponsive honey bees” in this context:
might they indeed be specialized for nonsocial or less-social tasks,
such as building, foraging, hive-cooling, or spatial navigation?
Did they just not receive the correct experimental marching
orders for spurring their brain genes into more-specialized dif-
ferential expression? Such nonsocial tasks may otherwise trade-
off sharply with social ones, to the detriment of the collective.
In autism, we have considerable evidence of trade-offs be-
tween social abilities and nonsocial ones, including visual-
spatial skills, sensory-system acuity, aspects of abstract intelligence,
systemizing and engineering abilities, and—at the extreme—the
astounding abilities of savants (14). To a notable extent, then,
autistic cognition and behavior appears to involve extremes of
social–nonsocial trade-offs and benefits, as well as costs coming
from bee-like specializations. Evidence of a genetic basis
for such trade-offs comes, for example, from the NLGN3 gene
R451C amino acid polymorphism in a mouse model of autism:
mice with the low-sociality allele exhibit enhanced spatial learn-
ing (15). Dissecting the genetic bases of cognitive trade-offs
among humans, as inspired by our social–insectan abilities in
both social and nonsocial arenas, should be a top priority for
future work.
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The second domain of autism, restricted interests and repetitive
behavior, has certainly served honey bees well in the coordination
and effectiveness of their social world. Like social responsiveness,
does it also share a functional-genomic basis with humans expressing
autism, or perhaps obsessive-compulsive behavior (16)? Given the
extensive and deep phenotypic and genetic similarities of humans

with social insects, we clearly havemuch to learn fromone another, to
enhance understanding of both their behaviors and our own.
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